
CHARLIE BONE AND THE TIME TWISTER BOOK REPORT

The hero returns to Bloor's Academy in Charlie Bone and the Time Twister: Children of the Red King Book 2 by Jenny
Nimmo. When Charlie's young ancestor.

Luckily the first person to see him is none other then Charlie Bone. That boy happens to be Henry Yewbeam.
What does this growth of power mean for Charlie and the other "endowed" students? Books by Other Authors
Bond, Nancy. The Seeing Stone. Brokenhearted, the Red King disappeared, accompanied by three leopards.
Scholastic, year-old Arthur de Caldicot, living in a manor house in England at the turn of the 13th century,
finds connections between his life and that of King Arthur in the 6th century through a mysterious stone, a gift
from the mysterious Merlin. What made you interested in magic and its effect on the ordinary world? The
Dark is Rising. Why was Mrs. Why do Lysander and Tancred quarrel early in the story? My children were
always begging me to write about my boarding schools, but I couldn't find a way to do it until they grew up.
When Manfred sees he thinks Henry has also gone and Henry hears him whisper, 'Mummy'. But Henry
disappears out of the tower. Henry gets to see his year old cousin Ezekiel who later locks him in a dungeon in
the ruins. More recently, there has also been a prequel series titled Chronicles of the Red King, of which three
novels have so far been published. Olivia Vertigo finds Henry in the ruin one day locked tightly in a cave.
Charlie also knows enough to know that it is probably not a good idea to let the Bloors know that Henry has
arrived on the scene. Why does he dislike Henry in the present? It turns out that cousin Zeke, the same cousin
Zeke who gave Henry the Time Twister all those years ago, still has it in for Henry even though he is an
ancient and feeble old man. This time I wanted my hero's progenitor to be more powerful and yet more
mysterious. Bloor or the dark lady of the tower who has broken her arm and can no longer play her violin who
advises Henry to go with her back in time before she broke her arm. The place names resonate with images of
a mysterious past. In present day, he appears before a very surprised Charlie Bone. By being optimistic and
successful, my children have set me free. Why is the Pet Cafe important to the plot? Charlie and his friends at
the Academy work together to keep Henry hidden, especially from their nemesis, Manfred Bloor, who is the
head boy and whose great-grandfather Ezekiel is Henry's cousin Zeke, now over years old. Griffin's Castle.
She has acted in repertory theatre, tutored in Italy, and worked for the BBC in a variety of jobs. The Time
Twister falls into the hands of a shadowy woman in black, Mrs. At school, he meets other "endowed" students,
learns more about his mysterious family background, and becomes involved in the struggle between the good
and evil descendents of the Red King, At the beginning of the second book, Charlie Bone and the Time
Twister, it's January  However, his own life is filled with all manner of other complications. Why doesn't
Charlie trust Billy Raven? Bloor's Academy is not exactly like my own boarding schools, but there are many
similarities. What other influences on you as a writer have contributed to your choice of plots and characters?
Henry does not get on with any of his relatives and he and his cousin Zeke have a mutual dislike for each
other. I should probably also point out the similarities with Harry Potter once again. The marble, which is
actually the Time Twister sends him forward into time. An Interview with Jenny Nimmo In other books, you
have used Welsh legend and creatures from folklore interwoven with contemporary stories. Pierce, Tamora.
His evil, scheming cousin Ezekiel Bloor, who was responsible for sending him to the future, is still alive, and
Charlie Bone must protect Henry and find a way to send him back into the past. Ezekiel rolls a marble towards
Henry who is playing Ring Taw, a small ball game. The characters in this story, be they adult or child, are all
incredibly dim.


